


As cities continue to expand and age it becomes increasingly important to define a method for working within an existing built context.  The conflict between new and old forces a debate about 
what exactly is ‘sensitive design.’   When considering a historic district, how can the idea of preservation be used to develop an evolving typology that is both sensitive to the past but looking 
forward to the  future of design and technology. 

In an attempt to define a methodology for working within an existing complex, the pIn an attempt to define a methodology for working within an existing complex, the project is an exploration into the built environment of Tucson’s historic Armory Park neighborhood.  Current 
guidelines for development are restrictive and emphasize architecture style over integrity.  By understanding the inherent qualities of the neighborhood, evolving typology can emerge. Vacant 
sites  or lots with vacant structures can be adapted to accommodate new uses with increased density while remaining compatible with the surrounding context.  

In oIn order to build within the existing context there must be a methodology established for understanding the fundemental characteristics of a place.  Through thoural documentation, anaylisis, and 
synthesis this these aims to develop that methodology and  test the basic principles through application of a design project implemented on the site of the former OK neighborhood market, 
located at 600 s. 4th. avenue. and 16th street within the boundaries of Tucson’s historic Armory Park neighborhood.
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What is essential to the character of a place? Can adaptive reuse and the integration of modern architecture slowly transform how central Tucson is used without destroying its historic character 
or fragmenting existing patterns of the surrounding context?

Place is more then just a location, or a space defined by measurable area and boundaries. Place is more then just a location, or a space defined by measurable area and boundaries.  The true properties of a ‘place’ are also found in the tactile materials, sounds, and aesthetics.  For 
a location to be considered a place it must be experienced and be expressive of both the area and the time.  Every place has a past and is part of a greater context. Architecture should evolve 
from an understanding of place.  What things are important, what things should be preserved/accented, and how can an existing place be adapted over time to accommodate changes in the 
larger context of a growing urban area?

UsingUsing the central Tucson area as a starting point, this thesis project is an exploration of modern architecture’s role within the framework of an existing context.  Mapping, diagramming, and 
working with local neighborhoods to gain an understanding of the existing patterns and infrastructure associated with the area, I hope to define the character of ‘place.’  What patterns exist? 
Where should boundaries and connections to the larger context be established or maintained?  How does scale affect the spatial character of ‘place’ and can density of central Tucson 
neighborhoods be increased without fracturing the existing historic fabric.  

ThisThis research, when applied to an urban infill project, is intended to be an exploration into the potential for future growth within the context of a developed area.  Attempting to achieve a balance 
between new and old, natural and built environments, so that central area neighborhoods can continue to contribute to the demands of Tucson’s growing population.  Ultimately the project is 
intended to seek an understanding and further define the role of architecture within the existing context; creating new space from the existing place. 



Initially the research was focused on understanding the existing fabric of the chosen focus area.  How did the neighborhood develop? What makes Tucson’s Historic Armory Park unique? 
How can the neighborhood best be defined in terms of character, scale, proportion, density, use, exc.? 

Following is overview information on the Historic Armory Park neighborhood as well as selected pages from the complete Armory Park contextual catalogue which includes the entire Armory 
Park neighborhood that where generated during the earliest phases of the thesis project; documentation and analysis.   



Listed on the National Register of Historic Places since 1976, the Armory 
Park Neighborhood District is roughly defined by Stone Avenue to the west, 
12th Street to the North, 2nd Avenue to the East and 20th Street to the 
South.  As of the 1995 survey the district consists of approximately 450 
buildings or structures considered Contributing Historic Properties.

WhileWhile the present Armory Park area was surveyed as part of the 1872 town 
plan, it was the arrival of the railroad in 1880 that had the greatest impact 
on the development of the area. From 1880 until approximately 1920, the 
Armory Park residential area grew from the original Military Plaza to a 
progressive neighborhood of prominent railroad men, affluent 
businessmen, and working class residents. In addition to the residential 
core of the neighborhood, the Armory Park Historic District once included 
a a mix of public uses and small neighborhood commercial structures 
scattered throughout. Today the neighborhood is almost entirely 
single-family and multi-family residential with institutional and 
commercial properties predominantly confined to 6th Avenue.  

The architectural character of Armory Park is a mixture of styles including, 
Mission Style, California Bungalow, Spanish Colonial Revival, and 
Anglo-American Victorian, with many of the constructed of brick and have 
complex roofs and intricate wood detailing.  The street character of the 
Armory Park neighborhood reflects the influence of the post-railroad era 
and Anglo site planning concepts. Rather than contiguous structures built 
to the front property lines, typical of the Sonoran or Spanish-Mexican 
vernacularvernacular tradition evident in Barrio Viejo to the west of Stone Avenue, site 
utilization in the Anglo manner located the structure in the center of the lot, 
with spacious front, side, and rear landscaped yards. 

  __selective text taken from the 2007 City of Tucson Development Standards (09-08.7.2), 
        Armory Park Historic Preservation Zone Guidelines
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_ Sidewalks should be shaded from summer sun through the use of adjacent structures or vegetation

_ Additions to existing structures should be recognizable as additions 

_ In prevailing residential areas, corner lots are more appropriate for the development of larger apartment blocks or commercial / institutional uses

_ The existing organization of avenues, streets, alleys should be maintained by new development:

(1)(1) Avenues _ North/south running roadways function as the main circulation routes through the neighborhood and connect 22nd street to the downtown Tucson district.  Continuous sidewalks 
and on-street parking should remain accessible.  Vehicular access onto a site should not be permitted from avenues.  

(2) Streets _ East/West running roadways function as local neighborhood circulation and provide a vital connection between the industrial district and 6th avenue.  Continuous sidewalks should 
remain accessible and on-street parking should be maintained.  Vehicular access onto a site should only be permitted at a minimum for lots that do not have access to alley ways.  

(3)(3) Alleys _ North/south running utility roadways between lots function as the main corridors for vehicular access onto individual lots.  Garages, parking lots, and driveways should be designed 
for access in to and out of the alleys.     

_ Developments occupying more then one adjacent parcel should be designed to maintain a repetition of solid / void that is consistent with the original 66 ft. wide plots.

_ The width of facades fronting the north/south running avenues should not exceed the height by more then 1.5 times

_ The diversity in the overall building massing and placement of individual lots contributes to the unique character of Armory _ The diversity in the overall building massing and placement of individual lots contributes to the unique character of Armory Park and should be maintained.  Identical massing and setback 
combinations should not be repeated along adjacent parcels.

 _ Large surfaces should be modulated or constructed of a textured material that is proportionally similar to the existing materials 

_ Sidewalks should be defined separate from adjacent lots using low walls, steps, vegetation, exc.

_ Front entrances should be easily visible from the street



Using an existing site within the neighborhood as a means of testing the conclusions pulled from the contextual analysis phase, the design phase of the thesis project is intended to strik a 
balance between new and old, natural and built.  The intent is to preserve the integrity of the existing structure and surrounding context, while still responding to current building typologies and 
methods of construction.  

FollowingFollowing is overview information on the specific application site located on the corner of 16th street and 4th avenue as well as the proposed infill project consisting of a single family residence, 
artist workshop, private gallery open to the public, and a public coffee stand intended to reintroduce the concept of neighborhood commercial back into the fabric of Armory Park.



SITE DESCRIPTION

Parcel #  117-07-1430
Legal Description:  Tucson E109.8’ of Lot 1 Blk 118
Site Addresses:  600 S. 4th Ave. Tucson, Az 85701  and  602 S. 4th Ave. Tucson, Az 85701
Land Measure:  7247.00 sq. ft. (0.17 acres) 
Section: 13 / Township: 14.0 south / Range:  13.0 east
Map and Plat: 3 / 70,  Census Map and Plat: 3 / 70,  Census Tract: 900
Tract Block: 118 / Lot #: 00001
Zoning:  HR-3 
Historic Designation:  historic - contributing

Recording Information  - 
Docket  #: 5236 / Page: 610 / Date: 03.29.1976
Date of last change: 05.22.2006

CurCurrent Owner:  Elvira and Ernest P. Bujanda
         P.O. Box 27491
         Tucson, AZ 85726-7491

Site Dimensions: 66’ x 109.8’
Lot Geometry: corner lot w/ sidewalk on both sides
Topography: little to no land slope

Existing Structures:  brick building 63‘-30,’ located in northeastern corner of site
Existing flora/fauna:   one mesquite tExisting flora/fauna:   one mesquite tree about 20’ wide, located to south of existing structure





INTERIOR OF PRIMARY STRUCTURE__looking west from front entrance
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The issues involved with building within an existing context and how to balance new and old, natural and built, are of vital importance.  Architecture does not occure in isolation, there is no such 
thing as a vacant site.  When designing in an untoched landscaape consideration is given to the natural context of what already exist, and the new that is created is designed with the former 
context in mind.  In the case of urban infill projects the sites are often void of natural topography or landscape; but what about the urban topography.  There exist, within the surrounding context, 
an underling oan underling organization  and it is the responsibility of the designer to discover the inherint princibles and design with them in mind.  This thesis has been a first attemp at constructing a 
methodology for working within the existing fabric of the built world.  





[3]    ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE:  limit east / west solar exposer and 
           provide thermal buffer; through use of concrete barrier, insulated CMU 
           block, and storage zones.

[7]    ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE:  protection from hot summer sun,  while 
           allowing the penetration of low winter sun through the use of  deciduous 
           vegetation and self-shading building envelope.

[12]  [12]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE:  horizontal board-formed concrete walls used  
           to compliment existing brick construction, without directly duplicating, 
           while still maintain the texture ad play of light and shadow.

[13]  ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE:  typical built-up roof is shaded by a 
           secondary system of corrugated steel panels, continued around from the 
           wall surfaces, to reduce the solar exposer of the building largest exposed 
           surfaces.

[14]  [14]  ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE:  roof run-off is brought to south side of lot 
           to sustain the site’s vegetation.

[15]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE: the brick walls of the existing building are 
           celebrated and used to connect the interior spaces of the residence back to 
           the site.

[16]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE: connection to the existing structure is kept at a 
         minimum.  Connection is only for the purposes of enclosing conditioned 
         space, while both buildings still          space, while both buildings still remain structurally independent.  All 
         connections are made with imbedded glass to emphasize the expression of  
         new and old.  (see detail)

[17]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE: proportion of glass to concrete is consistent with
         the partitioning of the existing buildings storefront window and door 
         proportions.

[18]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE / ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE:  windows within
        the buildings steel cladding a        the buildings steel cladding are protected with an operable steel mesh 
        screen to minimize solar exposer and maintain the visual clarity of the 
        buildings cladding system concept of folded planes.

[19]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE / ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE:  7/8” corrugated 
         rainscreen to shade building and maintain depth of light and shadow
         consistent with neighborhood

[20]  CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE / PROGRAMMATIC RESPONSE:  steel frame 
         structu         structure  (6ft cantilever / 10ft x 16ft / 6ft cantilever) allows new 
         construction to remain structurally independent of the existing building 
         while remaining spatially connected.

[21]  PROGRAMMATIC RESPONSE: bathroom, kitchen, and utility spaces of 
         residences centralized at the core of the residence to minimize the square 
         footage dedicated to programmatic functions. 
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